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I Know Now…A Woman’s Healing: Violence to Victory, Trauma to Truth  
A finalist for the prestigious 2018 Eric Hoffer Book Award Montaigne Medal  
by Cinda Stevens Lonsway 

At 19, Cinda endured attempted rape and murder. She spent years pretending all was well. 
Awakening to the truth, she finds that signs from an invisible source warned, protected, and guided her 
path of healing and greater wisdom. This memoir by new72media author Cinda Stevens Lonsway is a 
three-part story of survival, sacred healing and profound awakening, filled with wisdom and insight. 
Cinda’s story can save lives, enable healing and bring about spiritual enlightenment. For women seek-
ing to overcome trauma, engage a healing process and live with attention, intention and joy, “I Know 
Now” is their story. Knowing then meets knowing now—and heals forever. 

 
Wheeling to Healing—Broken Heart on a Bicycle: Understanding and Healing from Ad-
verse Childhood Experiences (ACEs) 
A finalist for the prestigious 2018 Eric Hoffer Book Award da Vinci Eye Medal 
by James Encinas 

A native of Bolivia, James Encinas twice crossed the United States—Los Angeles to New Jer-
sey—on a bicycle. The first trip, during his mid-twenties, was done in hurt and fueled by anger. The 
second, at age 55, was done in the pursuit of healing himself and others. Having experienced domestic 
abuse, bullying and discrimination as a child, memories of trauma limited Encinas’s freedom in signifi-
cant ways. When he learned how Adverse Childhood Experiences (www.acestudy.org) impact adult 
health, his path towards healing began, and it widens daily. The book Wheeling to Healing…Broken 
Heart on a Bicycle: Understanding and Healing from Adverse Childhood Experiences takes readers to 
places where hurt originates and then into landscapes that offer larger views and inspire movement to-
ward relief from trauma at a deep level. It educates people about the science of trauma, and encour-
ages them to use a wide variety of methods that can open an individual and unique process of healing.  
James Encinas uses his life and experiences to care, inspire and promote relief from the effects of 
traumatic memories. When healing is embraced, life becomes more joyful. 
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Raising the Runes: A Shamanic Journey through Avalon 
by Jeremy R. J. White  

Let the runes rise to meet you! Raising the Runes: A Shamanic Journey Through Avalon is more 
than a how-to-read-the-runes manual.  Jeremy R. J. White’s mission in writing it was to let readers 
know how the runes changed his life, and to inspire others to take up using this wisdom as a challenge 
to the self. The old way of seeking self-knowledge by going to a shaman, psychic or ‘fortune teller’ and 
giving them the power to see, filter and ascertain a person’s energy field is over. Only individuals can 
read the runes for themselves and live by their guidance. In Raising the Runes, readers learn how to 
choose a rune, call in spirit guides, do a chant of protection and lift the veil between realms of con-
scious perception. The personalized way White interprets the runes gives a key to understanding how 
they inspire visions and create stories that address body, mind and spirit at once—an alchemy accessi-
ble to all.  
 
Jewel and the Missing Key to the Vault of Souls  
by Sharon Loeff 

Imagine two identical Earths. The fae (faries) live in one; humans, the other. Within each realm 
are portals of passage to be traversed only on magical occasions. A member of the fae, Jewel, the sec-
ond of three royal children, grows wings on her 16th birthday and disappears through a portal to the 
human realm. There, she joins Samantha’s family as a foreign exchange student! Adventure begins 
when Jewel meets Ethan at school and experiences first love. Will inter-fairy-human romance prevent 
Jewel’s return to her kingdom? And what about the key to the vault of souls that’s been stolen from 
around her father, the King’s neck? This young adult adventure novel by Sharon Loeff brings the char-
acter of Jewel to life—as a sweet fairy, and a savvy, romantic, empowered young woman capable of 
solving a serious crime that spans two worlds.

new72media published authors Cinda Stevens Lonsway, Jeremy R. J.White, Sharon Loeff and James 
Encinas are available for interviews, speaking engagements and events. Please contact Francine 
Raften at 503-720-2034 or francine@new72media.com.

new72media is an organization whose goal is to provide a global 
platform for individuals from all over the world, representing the 

Greater Collective, to connect, co-create and collaborate and 
share their message with others, aiding in the eXpansion of 
high vibrational thought, intention, acceptance, and healing of 
the world. This is accomplished via specific branches within 
new72media including Directory of The Collective, Portal of 

Awareness, Publishing, Branding, Events and Radio. 

The ancient number 72 (7+2=9) carries the vibration of light—the kind of light that is able to shine be-
yond any dark corners of the reality we create, and illuminate a new kind of media.  The intention of 
new72media is to collaborate with a collective composed of individuals who honor the frequencies and 
vibrations of integrity, respect, honesty and trust. 
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